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Tired of going to maille? We’ve got a great idea for you!
Why not check out a generous, friendly destination that’s full of surprises? 

Where? Médoc Atlantique, of course!

Get away from the rat race and explore the thousand facets of the region and the authentic people 

who live here - you won't have time to get bored! Between calm and effervescence, there is something 

to wow you every season. Whether the weather is ventile or cagne, forget the traffic jams and head 

for the beach.

You’ll enjoy losing track of time - there are no deadlines here - and there are a multitude of ambiances 

to enjoy and people to meet. Even if it's a daille for those who haven’t yet débauché, you can 

tease them by showing off your  chocolatines as you stretch out and relax. For a holiday or just 

for a weekend, you can really get away from it all and get back to basics. From forest to vineyards, 

through sweeps of wild beaches to estuaries, salt marshes and lakes, the region's unique and rich 

natural environment will take your breath away. In Médoc Atlantique, you will be in harmony with the 

elements and will learn how true happiness can be beautifully simple.

So, gavé tempted? Come along - we can't wait to meet you!

If this text didn't make a lot of sense 
to you, it’s up to us to give you a warm 
welcome and teach you the local lingo: 

the lingo of the perpetually cheerful!
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Handy little local dictionary
Le maille: work

Il ventile: it is windy
Il cagne: it is hot

Ça daille: it’s a pain
Débaucher: to leave work
Chocolatine: chocolatine

Gavé: very 
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124 km of sandy 
beaches

4 golf courses

8 portsThe biggest estuary in 
Europe

The biggest
 natural freshwater lake in France

2 nature reserves &

5 protected zones

15 of the best 
surf spots in Gironde

1 Basilica listed as UNESCO 
World Heritage



More than 50 tours,
excursions and nature sites

6 seaside resorts

26 supervised 
beaches

More than 400 km 
of cycle paths

More than 1000 sports 
and culture events every year

The oldest 
lighthouse in France out at sea

One of the most 
prestigious vineyards 

in the world

Médoc oysters, gold 
medal-winners 

at the 2017 agriculture show

2 of the oldest 
naturist centres in France

80 km of hiking trails towards 
Santiago  de Compostela

2,100 hours 
of sunshine per year



Grayan-et-l’Hôpital 
This village, with its pretty chapel, is one of 
the stops along the Pilgrim's Way to Santiago 
de Compostela. Surrounded by nature, it's 
ideal for all kinds of outdoor activities, such 
as surfing, at the famous beach of Le Gurp, 
golf, horse-riding, motocross, hiking, etc. 
Grayan-et-l'Hôpital also boasts the biggest 
naturist centre in Europe - Euronat! 

Jau-Dignac-et-Loirac 
In the heart of the fields and 
vineyards, the commune of 
J a u - D i g n a c - e t - L o i r a c 
has kept all the charm of 
yesteryear. You'll find a 
multitude of winegrowing 
châteaux here, along with 
an array of interesting 
heritage sites such as 
the unforgettable Richard 
lighthouse, where you'll 
uncover all the secrets of 
the estuary.

Lacanau
With its seemingly endless sandy beach, 
beautiful waves and international surf 
contests, the commune of Lacanau is known 
over the world as a surfing Mecca! Located 
less than an hour from Bordeaux, it's a warm 
and friendly place, known for its night life and 
the wide range of activities it offers, on the 
lake, in the forest and at the seaside.

Le Verdon-sur-Mer
This commune boasts three lighthouses, as well as the splendid 
Saint-Nicolas beach and a marina from which boats depart for 
Cordouan. If the waves of the Atlantic coast are not your cup of 
tea, head for the more peaceful estuary beach of La Chambrette. 
Jump into the little train, or set off to explore the lively old harbour, 
a delightfully colourful place, with its oysters, 'guinguettes' 
(waterside bistros) and artists' cabins.

Hourtin
At the heart of Médoc Atlantique sits the 
lovely village of Hourtin. Its lake, with its 
harbour and Île aux Enfants (Kids' Island) 
presents a great alternative to the ocean. 
Take a break and enjoy nature, lazing 
around on the banks of the Contaut 
lagoon or daydreaming to the gentle lull of 
lapping water at Piqueyrot lake... 

Carcans-Maubuisson 
From its town centre, church and statues 
to St James the Great to its ocean beach, 
via Maubuisson and Bombannes, located 
on the shores of the largest freshwater 
lake in France, parents and children alike 
can enjoy a range of activities and some 
scenic walks through the forest, or explore 
the numerous cycle trails.

In Médoc Atlantique, each village has its own personality, its history and geography, and all its particular little quirks. 
Discover a whole variety of atmospheres as you travel from one place to another, and meet the people who love the fourteen 
communes of this fantastic holiday destination. Packed with hidden gems, top spots, and different vibes, here's something 
to whet your holiday appetite.  

14 villages 1001 faces
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Naujac-sur-Mer 
This commune is one of the pearls of the Médoc. The Pin 
Sec beach, highly prized by surfers, has held onto its wild 
nature thanks to the shelter of its dune. The ever-present 
pine trees hide a multitude of hiking paths, where in the 
filtered sunshine you'll come under the spell of summer, in 
all its heady fragrance.

Queyrac
The village of Queyrac offers 
a broad diversity of incredible 
countryside: forests, 
vineyards, prairies and salt 
marshes. Follow the cycle 
path to see amazing wildlife 
and reach a fishing pond.

Saint-Vivien-de-Médoc
With its Wednesday-morning market and an evening 
market to match, Saint-Vivien-de-Médoc is a traditional 
village on the banks of the estuary, where you can truly 
enjoy local dishes. Its charming little harbour, with shrimp 
and oyster farms, will be heaven for seafood lovers. This 
village is the very definition of undiluted Charm, as pure and 
natural as it gets!

Soulac-sur-Mer
Known both for its basilica, 
listed as a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site, and its 500 
villas, Soulac teems with a 
stunning amount of history 
for such a young and vibrant 
location. You'll fall in love 
with its endless beaches, 
footpaths and horse-riding 
trails, and the whole array of 
activities it offers for young 
and old. At nightfall, you'll 
laugh and dance, swept 
away by its warm, friendly, 
and strictly family-oriented 
atmosphere.

Talais
The sleepy village of Talais, 
on the way from Bordeaux 
to Verdon, is typical of the 
Médoc: a haven of peace 
and quiet close to the ocean 
beaches and the estuary. 
Its former oyster-farming 
harbour, lined with little 
blue-and-white huts, is a 
wonderful place to stop for 
lunch at the heart of the salt 
marshes.

Valeyrac
Valeyrac is a charming village 
on the banks of the estuary, 
at the gateway to the famous 
Médoc vineyards. Once a 
Gallo-Roman site, it's known 
for its oyster farming. At the 
Goulée harbour, you can take 
a stroll through the traditional 
fishing huts and then go for a 
glass of wine just round the 
corner.

Vendays-Montalivet
A unique seaside resort with a laid-back 60s vibe, this is a 
family-friendly place with beautiful, sweeping beaches that 
attract hordes of surfers. Apart from the many activities 
you can do here, there's also the hugely popular summer 
market: the perfect place to try local food.

Vensac
Set by the edge of the 
forest and flanked by the 
ocean to the west, Vensac 
is a pretty little village. 
You may well see forest 
animals darting here and 
there, and you can visit 
the mill, which is still in 
operation. Its famous 
Thursday-night market is 
the opportunity to sample 
some tasty local food.



Its 124 km of fine sandy beaches make Médoc Atlantique a 

model beach destination. Between the bunkers, buck naked, 

lost amidst the pines, on the estuary or surrounded by surfers, 

you are bound to find what you are looking for. To top up your 

tan in peace, occupy your little monsters or quench your thirst 

for sporting activities, leave your watch behind and enjoy the 

moment! 

Antoine's 
tips

1 Have a dip at the supervised beaches!

Check the signs at the entrance to the 
beaches for the currents, the times of 
the tides, the water temperature and any 
potential dangers.

2

Watch the coloured flames at the top of 
the beaches:

   No bathing
   Bathing dangerous but permitted
   Bathing permitted

3

By the water, for info:
  good  not good!4

Stay hydrated and stay out of the sun 
between 12:00 and 16:00. 5

Be careful of rip tides! Halfway through 
the tide cycle, a dip in the water forms. 
When this dip empties, it creates a 
strong current out to see that you cannot 
fight against. Don't swim against this 
current, or you might exhaust yourself. 
Let yourself be carried out, even if it's 
frightening, and move your arms to show 
yourself to the lifeguards. 

6
Lifeguard 

With its lifeguards’ huts straight out of an 
American series, the central beach of 
Montalivet-les-Bains is the perfect place 
to take your souvenir photos.

The peaceful, sheltered bay of La 
Chambrette offers magnificent views across 
the beaches and estuary of Charente, 
where you can have lunch right at the 
water's edge.

Torn between naturism and the textile life? 
To get a taste of nudity in the sun, head 
for Saint-Nicolas in Verdon-sur-Mer, 
CHM Vendays-Montalivet or the beach of 
Euronat in Grayan-et-l’Hôpital.

The lake beaches are authentic little corners 
of paradise in the heart of the countryside,   
where you can swim in the shallow water 
that is a lot warmer than you’ll find in the sea! 
They are perfect for some safe family fun, and 
also make great picnic spots.

At a stone’s throw from the shopping streets, 
foodies can relax on the central beaches.
Candied peanuts, doughnuts, waffles and ice 
cream....your favourite snacks are never far 
away.

The beach at Le Gurp and its bunkers at 
Grayan-et-L’Hôpital, the snazzy beach of Le 
Pin Sec in Naujac-sur-Mer, the famous central 
beach at Lacanau or even the Amélie beach 
in Soulac-sur-Mer are all hotspots for surfers 
in search of the perfect wave! 

With the very young On the estuary In your birthday suit

Snack time Surf's up!  California-style 
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  Plage des Olives           

Lacanau-Océan

Lacanau

Carcans

Carcans-Plage

Hourtin-Plage

Hourtin-Port
Hourtin

Naujac-sur-Mer

Vendays-Montalivet

Montalivet-les-Bains

Queyrac

Valeyrac

Grayan-et-l’Hôpital

Talais

Soulac-sur-Mer

Vensac

Saint-Vivien-de-Médoc

Jau-Dignac-et-Loirac

Le Verdon-sur-Mer

Plage de la Chambrette

  Plage naturiste et textile Saint-Nicolas

  Plage centrale           

  Plage des Naïades           

  Plage de l'Amélie          

  Plage du Gurp         

  Plage centrale        

  Plage sud        

  Plage du Pin Sec        

  Plage d'Hourtin        

  Plage de Carcans        

  Plage centrale        

  Plage nord        

  Plage sud        

Plage du Moutchic

     Plage de la Grande Escoure 

Plage de Maubuisson Montaut  Plage de Maubuisson Pôle      

Plage de Bombannes

  Plage de Piqueyrot        

Plage d'Hourtin-Port

Maubuisson

  Plage ACM       

  Plage naturiste du CHM       

  Plage super sud        

  Plage naturiste Euronat        

Supervised beaches

Find the times and dates 
supervision on medoc-atlantique.com

Every year, before summer, a large number of associations come to clean 
up the beaches, with the help of local residents. In peak season, rubbish is 
removed every morning. If you see something on the ground, think about 
the planet and throw it in the bin!

Disabled access Gironde estuary

AtlAntic ocean



  Here and there, this way and thAt wAy…
Combine business with pleasure and fall under the charm of the routes you come across 

as you explore Médoc Atlantique. With methods of transportation as relaxing as they are 

accessible, getting away from it all couldn’t be easier! 

The Médoc peninsula is woven with 

canals and fairways that are as long as 

they are packed with marine life and lush with 

vegetation. Take to the water, by canoe, for a 

front-row seat for admiring this real “middle 

earth”, between ocean and estuary.

The bonus: In North Médoc, you can paddle 
along the same route as Operation 

Frankton.

A river 
runs through it…

Does discovering the region by bicycle 

or in a camper van seem too easy? Try 

coastal trekking - hiking by the water. Perfect 

for anyone who has trouble making up their 

mind between surf and turf!

The bonus: At low tide, between Carcans-Plage 
and Lacanau-Océan, the wreck of the Cantabria 

comes into view.

Discover 
coastal trekking

Not put off by the idea of going from 

the North to the South along the Atlantic 

coast by bicycle? Get on the saddle and 

head off on the 75 km ride between Verdon-

sur-Mer and Lacanau-Océan, and take the time 

to enjoy the relaxing legs of the journey in the 

form of the resorts you will encounter.

The bonus: With an electric bicycle, you can 
travel at between 25 and 35 kph with no effort.

The Vélodyssée

The seaside resort of Soulac-sur-Mer is 

brimming with secrets that children will love, 

as they explore the special children's trail. This 

trail covers 1.2 km and is packed with riddles 

combining heritage and local history.

The bonus: You will encounter a noble lady, the 
Basilica of Notre-Dame-de-la-Fin-des-Terres, 

listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

On the trail 
of Robin 

Set off from Maubuisson Lake for 8 km of 

timeless countryside, ranging from lush forests to 

marshes typical of the hinterlands behind the rows 

of dunes. Paddle your way into the immensity of 

Médoc's lakes...

The bonus: The route will take you right by the 
Cousseau Pond Nature Reserve. 

The channel of ponds 
by stand-up paddleboard
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Saddle up! 
From expanses of shoreline to rows of grapevines, in the forest or along 

the banks of marshes, Médoc Atlantique is also a destination for horse-

riders. 

 To gallop in the wind: 
 Head for the riding schools on the coast and take in the sea air on the 

beach as you ride!

To play cowboys: 
  Visit the Western Village in Hourtin for a taste of the Wild West.

For a trek through the forest: 
  The inland riding schools are perfect for getting back to nature.

To play polo: 
  Destination: Vendays-Montalivet, to try out this little-known sport with 

friends!



Renowned as the lighthouse of kings or even the Versailles 

of the sea, Cordouan has more to offer than just its 

panoramic view of the estuary. This 17th Century lighthouse, 

impervious to the elements, is not merely a benevolent beacon 

for ships and their crews; it is also a home!  

The lighthouse, which has been in operation since 1611, is the pride 

of Médoc and is also the last open-sea lighthouse in France that is 

still inhabited. Four keepers are in attendance, all year round, to watch 

over the ocean. With their eyes turned towards the horizon, these 

landlocked sailors work in pairs on two-week shifts and hand over to 

their counterparts on a Friday, in rhythm with the tides, from Easter 

to All Saints Day. In the winter, they change shifts every week, and 

running the lighthouse itself is enough to keep them occupied! 

Welcoming visitors in the summer season and telling them about the 

location is only the public side of their work, as when all the visitors 

have left this stone ship, it still needs to be maintained and guarded. 

This old gentleman, a veritable and richly decorated architectural 

gem, sometimes needs to be protected against uninvited guests. 

He even needs to be pampered! The equipment needs to be 

maintained, the paint needs touching up, the lens needs cleaning, the 

floor and the railing need waxing...everything has to be as good as 

new when the visitors arrive. 

If you think about it, their life spent being blasted by the wind and the 

spray is more an adventurer’s life than a prisoner’s. The lighthouse-

keepers live a free life, far from the hustle and bustle of the mainland, 

and, unlike their predecessors, have every mod cons - electricity, 

heating, a telephone...they even each have their own bedroom! It’s 

enough to make a landlubber jealous. Imagine a summer evening, 

under a starry sky, listening to your favourite playlist with a good book 

or tucking into a good dinner with the ocean and the setting sun for 

a horizon... 



This year, the keepers even hosted an off-the-wall concert from a DJ mixing his 

set while looking out to sea...There are no neighbours here to ask you to keep 

the noise down!

So anyway, what's to eat in Cordouan? Easy - just wait for the tide to go out and 

take your pick: there are crabs, prawns and small fish to be caught in the pools 

and ponds surrounding the lighthouse... At high tide, fresh sea bass and mullet 

often follow the waves to shore. You can’t get any fresher food than that! These 

low-tide forays do more than give people something to eat - they also form part 

of the environmental management of the plateau. Raising awareness among 

shoreline fishermen and observing the local flora and fauna are duties taken to 

heart by these ocean-watchers. Moreover, in winter, they are often treated to the 

spectacle of colonies of seals and birds stopping off on the sandbank during 

their migration. And you’ll love the sunsets, every bit as breathtaking in summer 

as in winter, viewed from this giant of the estuary. 

Between an extraordinary lifestyle and all this unspoilt nature, it's easy to see 

how enjoyable it is to be in Cordouan. We won't spoil the surprise any further 

- the lighthouse-keepers will be glad to share their experiences with you when 

you visit. All you need to do is take to the open waves...

Godspeed!
Gardiens Cordouan

Follow them on 

Facebook! 

The Black Prince had the "Tour des Anglais" built on 
what's now the site of the Cordouan lighthouse

Henry III entrusts the reconstruction of the estuary's former lighthouse, 
in ruins, to the architect Louis de Foix

Henry IV ordered a lighthouse 
worthy of his reign

The king of lighthouses is completed The lighthouse is listed 
as a historic monument

French candidate for UNESCO world 
heritage #UNESCORDOUAN

Allow 45 minutes’ sailing to reach the lighthouse, where you 
can climb 6 floors and 301 stairs to reach the lantern. 

Don't forget:

 A net, bucket, magnifying glass, sketchbook and 
binoculars make perfect tools for budding explorers.

 A change of clothes for the kids, who often end up 
soaked to the skin, but that’s all part of the fun when 
you visit Cordouan.

 Shoes you can wear in the water and take off easily. 
After all, the visit usually starts by getting your feet wet.

 A windcheater - the ocean is a windy place.

 A picnic, if you're going out in the morning. Having lunch 
in the middle of the ocean is a fantastic experience!

I was lucky enough to 
meet Pierre. He enthusiastically 
told us about his job but also 

the difficulties he faces, and the 
crazy history of this majestic 

monument. 
A truly unique experience! 

The story behind it...

The height of the 
tower is doubled



Board sports are a regular fixture in Médoc Atlantique and they have their very own stars as well. The region 

is proud of its connection with the water and locals take the plunge from a very early age. The competitions, 

medals and champions that are the pride of the region are the perfect ambassadors for the multiple different 

sports you can enjoy on the lakes or at sea. We wanted to introduce you to Laura Phily, our very own waterskiing 

fanatic. Laura has won multiple French and European championship titles, is currently in the top 15 elite figure 

skiers and is sports-mad. She also enjoys horse-riding and competitive Alpine skiing and is a sports photo 

model - nothing if not versatile! 

Laura Phily, waterskiing fanatic
How did she get where she is today?
She was 6 years old when she tried out waterskiing for the first 
time. Her first competitions were not far behind, and at the age of 
11 she joined the French national team. Since then, Laura has won 
the French championship 20 times, 11 medals in the European 
championships and a bronze medal at the World championships. 
She's a born winner! 

What does she love about waterskiing?
The feeling of movement and freedom, as well as learning more 
and more spectacular figures. Pushing her own boundaries and 
becoming better and better every time is her mantra. In addition 
to the competitive spirit of international competitions, she is 
very fond of catching up with her friends from around the world. 
Despite the rivalry and the desire to win new medals, the pleasure 
of travelling and sharing are just as important to her.

How did she discover Carcans? 
The first time Laura came here, it was with friends who skied 
here regularly, and she instantly fell in love with the largest natural 
freshwater lake in France. She even decided to move here, in 
2012. Today, she still lives locally and trains almost every day, 
especially her figures. The vastness of the lake and the different 
ways of navigating it mean she can train for hours at a time. 
Seeing it change from one season to the next is a charming 
little bonus. She became so passionate about the sport that she 
decided to combine her pastime, competitions and work, and 
recently opened her own waterskiing and wakeboarding school 
at the centre in Maubuisson. 

What are her sporting objectives? 
In addition to spending 1 month preparing physically with Natalia 
Berdnikava and Camilo Espinel, the best coaches in the world, 
she is set to return to competing shortly! This Océanesque 
champion's agenda includes defending her title at the French 
championships, putting in a stellar performance at the European 
championships in Spain and coming back with a medal from the 
World championships in Malaysia in August. GO LAURA! Women's Surfing Cup in Lacanau: 

June
Kite Cup Hourtin (kitesurfing competition): 

8-10th of June
Lacanau Pro (international surfing competition): 

10-18th of August 
Longboard Pro AM Masters 

in Montalivet-les-Bains: 
28-29th of September

@lauraphily
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Surfing, waveski, windsurfing - other rising or even winning stars are the pride of the board sports enthusiasts 
of Médoc Atlantique.

Justine Dupont, record-breaking surfer
She was born in Lacanau and discovered surfing with her 
family. Today a three-time world vice-champion in three 
different styles of surfing, multiple French and European 
longboarding and surfing champion and world vice-
champion at stand-up paddleboarding, Justine is a board 
sports nut. Since 2016, she has been on a mission to 
conquer the biggest waves in the world, and has already 
beaten the record for the largest wave surfed by a woman. 

@justinedupont33

Rico and Sarah, the dream tandem surfing team
For 16 years now, Rico Leroy and Sarah Burel have formed 
the perfect duo on the water. From the waves, Rico controls 
the board and creates stability, while Sarah, held aloft 
in his arms, executes breathtaking acrobatic figures. At 
their very first competition, in 2004, they won the French 
championship title. Since then, the titles have been rolling 
in: European champions in 2007, and world champions in 
2009, 2010 and 2015. We were delighted to watch them 
repeat the feat in August 2018! 

Matéo Dussarps, windsurfing king
Matéo was 5 years old when he discovered windsurfing 
on the lake at Lacanau. His family have always been into 
windsurfing and he participated in regattas on the regional 
circuit from an early age - he was crowned champion 
of Aquitaine 4 times! He took 4th place at his first world 
championship in 2015 and his success streak just kept 
going, including at the latest European U19 championship! 
His goal is to make the top 30 worldwide and maybe even 
become an Olympic champion one day...We’re behind him 
all the way!

Pablo and his students, born waveskiers
Pablo Arrouays is himself a world waveski champion and 
passes on his expertise to the young students at his school.
These young prodigies, already keen competitors, had a 
successful time at the 2018 junior world championship in 
Spain. Lou Peter won first place, and Luana Lunz finished 
in third! As for the boys, Atamaï Raynaud and Matthis 
Lacrampe, they became champion and vice-champion of 
the world respectively. What stars!



All year round, Médoc Atlantique breathes freedom and pours its energy into an explosion of colours 

and scents. Powerful waves, graceful sand dunes, peaceful forests, gleaming lakes and calm 

estuaries make this a destination brimming with natural beauty that is exceptionally well preserved. 

Experience a different concept of space and time and explore these unique and inviting landscapes 

that will awaken your senses. Below you will find a selection of our favourite spots off the beaten track 

where peace and quiet and exploration are the order of the day.

For more information and visit dates: 

medoc-atlantique.com
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From the forest to the beach, you can explore the 

history of this emblematic coastal countryside. 

Stroll along the beach and you will see how 

important it is to protect its biodiversity.

Take a trip along the shore of the lake to learn the 

history of the marshes and everything there is to 

know about their inhabitants. You might catch a 

glimpse of otters, wild boar, herons, kingfishers 

or pond turtles.

Stroll down the pathways of the lagoon to the 

soothing song of its inhabitants. This walk through 

the luxuriant heart of nature is for anyone of any 

age looking to be wowed.

Go up in the world at the Cousseau 
Pond Nature Reserve  

Lacanau

Cousseau Pond is bursting with treasures and 

is home to thousands of birds. It is accessible 

by bicycle or by foot and lucky visitors might 

encounter sea cows grazing calmly by the banks 

of the pond.

Explore the former salt marshes and observe the 

local wildlife and native plant species to gain a 

valuable insight into the history of the estuary and 

the marshes.

Go back in history  in the marshes 
Le Verdon-sur-Mer - Le Conseiller Marsh

Le Logit Marsh,
Vendays-Montalivet - La Perge Marsh

Discover the beauties of the dunes
Le Verdon-sur-Mer, Soulac-sur-Mer, 

Hourtin

Meet the inhabitants of the 
Berle River

Lacanau

Get to know the birds at 
Contaut Lagoon

Hourtin 

Your children can seek out the treasures hidden 

around the lake in this colourful competition 

featuring tests of speed and imagination. Head to 

the tourist reception areas to book places.

Playing explorers
Carcans-Maubuisson

A belvedere offers you an 
unbeatable view over the pond-

A good excuse to stop for a tasting 
session with an oyster farmer!

It’s the perfect spot for admiring 
the best waves in Médoc!

Kids will love it.

There are walkways to make the 
location accessible to everyone!

Parents can enjoy a moment to 
themselves on the banks of the 

lake!



Artist country
Whether they grew up in the dunes, came in search of waves or just fell in love with the region on holiday, 

a number of people have been enchanted by all this destination has to offer. Most were born in Gironde 

and cut their teeth as artists in these fertile lands. Painters, sculptors and musicians alike have surfed the wave 

of creativity to invite us into their world of colour, light and harmony.

Born into a musical family and weaned on the classics thanks to a 

music-loving father, Thibault took a liking to the guitar from a very 

young age. It came so naturally to him that he thought all children 

could play like he could, and rapidly made a name for himself in 

international competitions. Now the world's most prolific prizewinning 

guitarist, this musical and geographical traveller has stayed true to 

his Bordeaux roots.

His other passion is surfing, which he enjoys with his friends in 

Lacanau. Looking for the perfect wave is like looking for the perfect 

note, and as he is churned by the swell, he draws inspiration for 

his future compositions. Indeed, his latest work “Cities” tells tales of 

encounters and voyages...will he one day sing of Lacanau? 

Want to listen to his music? When he's not performing on the 

world’s top stages, Thibault sometimes gives secret concerts at 

sundown on a summer’s evening in one of the beachside cafés, for 

his “Lacanau friends”. Keep your ears peeled! 

Despite having a Breton-sounding name, Vincent is firmly a local 

boy. The little boy who remembers growing up in the countryside 

with his grandfather, a shepherd in Cissac, and who graduated from 

the La Rochelle Business School and Plymouth Business School 

naturally took his first steps into the world of work in the wine 

industry. When he turned 27, however, he had another ambition: to 

become a painter. He took up oil painting, applied with a knife in the 

French style but with a touch of pop art! In 2008, riding the street 

art boom, he broadened his creative horizons to include stencil work 

and collages. Superheroes, waste materials and comic book and 

manga characters were the latest additions to a collection of works 

he defines as “generational”. 

His goal is to demystify art and make it accessible to everyone. To 

bring modern art, neophytes and specialists closer together, Vincent 

opened his own workshop. Here, in the heart of Montalivet-les-Bains, 

you can find his oil paintings of animals, his pop art panels and his 

latest creations - aluminium pans! Although his work is displayed all 

over the world, Vincent remains a man from South-West France at 

heart, humble and basically in love with the Atlantic. 

Our tip? Go and meet him at 25 avenue Chambrelent! 

Local inspiration

Follow the adventures of Thibault on Instagram: 

  @thibaultcauvin

Find out more on Instagram: 

  @vincentricheux



This Soulac native, a former car bodywork painter in Bordeaux, explores 

the beauty and fragility of the undersea world. Based in the old port of 

Verdon-sur-Mer for over three years now, his ‘crazy ideas’ have been a big 

hit with the port's long-time residents, who have welcomed him with open 

arms. With good reason - in his cabin no. 80, nicknamed “Le Ras d’Eau”, 

fishing equipment from yesteryear rubs shoulders with unexpected and 

colourful creatures: jellyfish! Sébastien has always been fascinated by 

the plastic arts and a fine connoisseur of art history, but his moment of 

truth came during an antiques fair. Who would have thought that a glass 

lampshade could give rise to such splendid creations? 

Why jellyfish? The artist is obsessed with their beautiful shapes and 

colours but also drawn to their enigmatic danger. Today, anemones, 

octopi, corals and sea urchins have joined the family.  His outings in 

skiffs at the outlet of the estuary or on foot along the Saint-Nicolas beach 

give him inspiration. He makes sure never to use anything alive, though! 

On the contrary, Sébastien wants his work to send an educational and 

preventive message, especially to the younger visitors who come and see 

his workshop. 

To meet him: Go to the old oyster port in Verdon-sur-Mer! 

Initiated into the arts of engraving and drawing by her artist 

and surfer father at a very young age, Pauline now teaches 

engraving at the University of Bordeaux. She is an artist, painter 

and illustrator and is very attached to the Médoc coast and its 

pine forests, a particular source of inspiration for her. 

She grew up in this natural environment and allows the 

awakening of the senses offered by the Atlantic and her 

childhood memories to guide her in her work. Furthermore, 

many of her highly colourful works are based on her memories 

of being in the sea, on the road or under the pine trees in Médoc. 

Her projects include a walkway, created with the French 

National Forestry Commission (ONF), which was opened along 

the edge of the lake in Carcans-Maubuisson. Life-sized totems, 

birds and painted wooden artwork lend a certain originality to 

this great walking spot! 

The bunkers that act as a memorial to the Second World War and the occupation are now fantastic 

playgrounds for street artists. These blank canvasses change with the seasons and the pull of the tides, 

and the frescoes you will find painted here will always take you by surprise.

To find out more on Instagram: 

  @lerasdeau

To find out more on Instagram: 

  @paulinebeugniot

Open-air galleries



An enchanted break

Have a coffee after your 
lesson at the surfing club, 

with the sand between 
your toes.

Dear Mum and Dad,

Our holiday in Soulac is nearly over and we wanted to send you a little sandy 

note to say how nice this seaside resort is. We've spent many an afternoon 

building sandcastles, swimming and playing Mölkky©, in between having an ice 

cream on the beach. We even rented one of those beautiful striped tents at the 

resort. 

Rose tried out surfing with Julien. I think we're the lucky parents of a future 

champion! Marcel and I opted for the covered market instead, where we got to sample some local 

delicacies. We took a cycle tour to appreciate the beauty of the red-brick villas with their colourful 

woodwork, and the kids loved the villas’ exotic names. There’s so much history here that you might 

think the town was stuck in the era when bathing in the sea was a big thing. There’s even a festival to 

celebrate the period: Soulac 1900. Julien and I are thinking about coming back here for a weekend 

as a couple.

We also had a picnic on the beach as the sun went down with Clément and Sophie, my friend from 

university; they come every year and I think we might be about to follow suit. They also took us to the 

Cordouan Lighthouse, which took Marcel’s breath away. 

To sum up: lazing around, taking it easy and soaking up the local sights have made it a wonderful 

summer. Next year we’ll bring you with us, I promise! 

Big hugs and we’ll see you very soon.



Les Puces Bucoliques, flower market: 17th of March
Soulac 1900, “times gone by” festival: 

31st of May - 2nd of June
La Virée des Galopins, footrace: 21st of July

Sea Festival: 4th of August 
Splash #2, VW Type 2 meetup: 

20-22nd of September

Covered market

Visit to the old village and the 

Basilica of Notre-Dame-de-la-Fin-

des-Terres

Picnic at “Les Cantines”
Tapas evening on the seafront 

Cycle tour on the Les Arros cycle 

path



The lakes of Médoc Atlantique have everything you need for practising a whole range of activities. Things 

are organised to make sure everyone has their own space, so you can share these wonderful locations 

without stepping on each other’s toes. There are play areas for the very young, discovery areas for children, 

board sports areas for teenagers and entertainment areas for adults - you're bound to fall in love with these 

little corners of paradise. All you need to do is pick your activity, depending on how energetic you're feeling!

4   Sail away
Whether you're just cruising or learning to become a proper sailor, there are many ways to explore the lakes. Take 

the helm of a sailboat and harness the wind. If you’re looking for something easier, board a barge, a local luxury 

‘pinasse’ boat made of pinewood or a catamaran and let the captain take you off on a cruise. If you're feeling 

brave, take on a catamaran, and the saltier sea dogs can try their hand at a hydrofoil!

3   Fishing
No, fishing isn't just for retired folks! Here, you can 

fish as a family and take the time to appreciate the 

calm of the lakes and the passage of time. You 

can fish from a pontoon or from a boat; it's up to you. 

Wherever you choose to fish, you will need your fishing 

licence and the appropriate equipment. Beginners can 

take part in fishing sessions organised on the lakes every 

summer. Fancy something original? Try night fishing in 

Piqueyrot and see if you can catch a carp by night!

1   Kitesurfing
Kitesurfing is an impressive sport that can seem 

intimidating. Don't be put off, though: it is one 

of the quickest board sports to learn. After 3 

sessions with an instructor, you will already be “tacking” 

all by yourself. With the help of your sail and the wind, 

you will experience the sensations of board sports for the 

first time. Our favourite kite-zone is Hourtin - it is easy to 

get to and the water is shallow, so you can learn safely 

and at your own pace! 

2   Wakeboarding and jet skiing
Get on board or on your skis, grab the rope 

connecting you to the boat and the lakes are 

yours! The challenge the first time round will be 

getting out of the water. This involves waiting until you 

feel yourself being pulled by the boat. Then, it’s up to you 

to ride the boat’s wake and try a few jumps to impress 

your onlookers! The best part is that even the youngest 

can try, as there are Baby Ski lessons for children aged 

3 and up.

5   Windsurfing
Take a board, take a sail and head off for a 

bit of windsurfing. Easier said than done, 

you say? Riding the wind and keeping your 

balance takes some doing, but with the help of 

our instructors, you’ll manage it! This sport is quick to 

learn and it won't be long before you no longer need 

an instructor. Then it’s up to you to keep going until 

you're tacking and gybing with the best of them The 

perfect board sport to take up as a family.

6   Canoeing
In 2s, 3s or 4s, get your team ready and enjoy 

a family day out on the water. It’s easy here - 

there's no current, so a bit of enthusiasm and 

a drop of elbow grease will be enough to head out 

and find a little secret beach for yourselves! 

You’ll love checking out the islands in Lake Lacanau 

and their plentiful bird populations. Bring your picnic 

and enjoy a day of pure relaxation.

7   Stand-Up Paddleboarding
Stand up on your board and paddle your way 

through the waves. Stand-up paddleboarding 

is a relaxing pastime and a gentle test of 

your balance. With your gaze fixed on the 

horizon, staying upright will take only a few strokes of 

the paddle, and then the lake is yours! Our favourite 

spot is the Montaul Canal in Maubuisson: 1.5 hours 

of complete relaxation…  best seen at sunrise!

Be a real speed 
demon!

Sporty but 
not too sporty!

Chill out - you're on 
holiday!
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Carcans 
Carcan’Scène, art festival: 18-19th of May

Lake festival: 28th of July
Armistice Grand Prix, regatta: 1-3rd of November

Hourtin
Frenchman, triathlon: 31st of May - 2nd of June

Bambino Party, children's festival: 8-10th of June
Lacanau

“Trophée Claudie Chourrot” navigation festival: 
mid-September



Buildings, monuments, former 

homes and piles of rocks - you 

might have gone right past a piece 

of history without noticing it. Médoc 

Atlantique has its conventional list of 

heritage sites, but other buildings are 

worth a look too - they are as unique as 

they are mysterious. Curious? Follow 

the guide! 

The “La Chapelle” archaeological site was uncovered during farm work. Digs 

carried out between 2001 and 2009 revealed the remains of human occupation 

on the site from Antiquity to the 18th Century. Three structures were uncovered: 

a Gallo-Roman temple, one early Merovingian church and a second one from the 

Middle Ages, which had been destroyed prior to the French Revolution. A cemetery 

was also discovered. Jewellery and items that indicate the former presence of an 

aristocratic community bear witness to the estuary's affluent commercial past. 

These remains, now buried and protected, are represented by a life-sized model 

that you can admire free of charge from a walkway running over it.

This 18th Century mill was dismantled one stone at a time 

and rebuilt 2 km from its original location in 1858. Between 

1875 and 1913, the mill passed between several owners 

and some of its component parts went missing. Then, with 

the arrival of the flour mills, its millstone stopped grinding in 

1939. Following a restoration that was completed in 1983, it 

now comes to life again whenever it is visited and sometimes 

produces flour, to the delight of its visitors. Perfect for baking 

a cake to remind you of your holidays!

Archaelogical finds in the fields
Jau-Dignac-et-Loirac

In 1908, Louis Brière, the owner of a parcel of land in what is now the 

Hourtin Dunes and Marshes Nature Reserve, decided to sell the water 

from a spring on his property. The opportunity of bottling this mineral 

water rich in iron was too good to pass up, and he marketed it as 

“La Souveraine”: In spite of its therapeutic properties, its success was 

short-lived. The story even has a bit of an odd ending - the landowner 

was buried standing upright after his death, just like Chateaubriand, 

right above his spring! Original...Today, the spring has entered local 

tradition as being able to cure tuberculosis and a small brick building 

still exists as a marker for it. The sick have however been replaced by 

animals coming to quench their thirst.

The strange medicinal spring of the Oak Pathway
Hourtin

Vensac Mill



During the 19th Century, universal exhibitions launched and 

killed off trends in fashion, architecture and urban planning. 

It was during one such exhibition, in Paris in 1855, that the 

sculptor Mathurin Moreau was awarded a gold medal for 

designing two twin fountains. 

Two years later, these fountains were installed in the famous 

“allées de Tourny” and wowed the residents of Bordeaux. 

Drinking water had arrived in town! In 1960, however, the 

council decided to renovate the square in question, and the 

fountains were sold. The commune of Soulac-sur-Mer bought 

one, which can be seen today in place Georges Clémenceau.

The former town of l’Hôpital, a crossing point and 

commercial interchange in Roman times, was also located 

on the pilgrimage routes to Jerusalem, Rome and Santiago 

de Compostela. In 1128, the Seigneur de Lesparre decided 

to found a hospital there, a place where pilgrims could find 

shelter, treatment and prayer. Arriving by boat from northern 

Europe or from French Atlantic coastal regions, they landed 

in the ports of l’Anglot, Soulac-sur-Mer and Talais. This 

crossing point would later lend its name to the commune of 

l'Hôpital, which subsequently merged with the commune 

of Grayan. The Neo-Roman chapel, dating from 1880, is 

now a testimonial to the hospital past of Médoc.

The first mention of La Motte dates from 1256. 

There was apparently a château on the site 

before it was demolished after the defeat of 

the English. If you look closely, you can still see 

the outline of the trenches, and a mill! This is 

vital proof that there was a château here once. 

One of the stones bears the emblem of an 

ecu crowned by a nine-branched crown. In 

the middle, a loaf of bread, a lion and a wolf 

represent a coat of arms of English origin. The 

story does not end there, however. It is said 

that a miraculous fountain granted residents of 

the canton strength and longevity! What else?!

L’Hospitalet and its Chapel
Grayan-et-l’Hôpital

The phantom château of La Motte
Carcans

The gold medal-winning fountain
Soulac-sur-Mer 



Hi guys!

Before heading back to the waves, Antoine and I wanted to send you a little 

postcard from the positively Californian Vendays-Montalivet. In between two 

surfing sessions, we loved this seaside resort and all the potential for fun it 

offers. 

We had a blast in the waves off the central beach, with its amazing Baywatch-

style lifeguard towers! At the market (one of the biggest in France), we sampled everything...Between 

the artisans’ stalls and the colourful local greengrocers, oysters, local wines, king prawns and cooked 

specialities were all a treat. We actually got to know a lot of the stallholders, some of whom have been 

coming here for decades. It's a real meeting place where everyone’s happy to see each other! 

Thanks to some exceptional sunshine, we also got a chance to enjoy the surrounding forests. 

Between cycle tours, treetop adventure climbs and archery, we've been quite the adventurers this 

week. Actually, we did something a little crazy...We gave naturism a try! We spent one day in the 

thermal baths at CHM and we loved it. Over this fantastic week we also liked the vintage ambiance of 

the town, with tapas at sundown, longboard competitions and vintage car rallies. I promised we’ll all 

come back next year to share in the positive energy and friendliness of Vendays-Montalivet! 

See you soon in the drizzle... 

Kisses from both of us.

 The luxury of simplicity

Cycle by the dunes in 
the direction of Vensac 

Beach to watch the 
surfers ride the 

waves at sunset.



Avenue de l’Océan ice cream

Concerts every evening

Sunset at the station
Lunch at Montalivet market

Sports activities at Cap 33

Base jumping festival: 15-16th of June
Monta Car Old School, vintage car rally: 18-19th of June

Show Bike, biker rally: 
28-30th of June

Summertime comics: 
20-21st of July

Longboard Pro AM Masters: 
28-29th of September



Richard Lighthouse Le Conseiller marsh

Port-Médoc Médoc Dip Net
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Gironde, a magical blend of Dordogne and Garonne, is wild and 

unsettled but its sheer vastness inspires calm and tranquility. It 

combines several rivers into a majestic outpouring into the Atlantic, and 

invites its visitors to daydream and chill out. Rocked by the gentle slap 

of wave on wave, as a family or with friends, below is a list of must-see 

locations in the estuary region.

Get away from it all in the marshes 
The edges of the estuary are the kingdom of herons and egrets, and 

offer a broad palette of rural and aquatic landscapes. Vertically strung 

nets and shoals of fish gleam in the changing light of the sun and lend 

a touch of the Camargue to the region. Horses and Blonde d’Aquitaine 

cattle stand watch proudly and calmly on the plateau. In the company 

of a naturalist guide, on foot or by bicycle, you can follow your 

imagination through this delicate landscape. Discover some incredible 

plants and meet some shy animals as you explore the region.

Picnic at Richard Lighthouse
Take a tour of the market at Saint-Vivien-de-Médoc to fill up your picnic basket! This market is a veritable institution and 

takes place every Wednesday. Come and enjoy the welcoming atmosphere, the beautiful stalls, the friendly stallholders and 

their good humour, and make sure you sample some of the local produce. Then it's off to the lighthouse at Jau-Dignac-et-

Loirac. It was renovated in 1982 and is no longer in operation but is still open for visits! From the top of its tower, you can 

get an exceptional panoramic view over the whole estuary, the marshes and the dip nets - walkways between the land and 

the water mounted on stilts. 

Sample the delights of the estuary 
The little ports of the estuary are packed with charm and are great places to have 

fun. They are teeming with life and are host to charming seaside bistros where 

you can spend a leisurely evening in summer. The food they serve includes 

delicious local delicacies:  fine de claire oysters, Pacific king prawns and white 

prawns flourish in the former salt marshes around the ports. Anyone wanting to 

learn more about the history of oyster--farming in Médoc can book a tasting visit 

“From producer to plate” from any branch of the Médoc Atlantique Tourist Office.

Head off from the port 
of Talais, by bicycle, 

towards the estuary and 
stop off at the 
oyster farm.

'Queyrac en Musique': 1st of June
Talais Oyster festival: 6th of July
La Virée des Galopins, footrace 
in Verdon-sur-Mer: 4th of August

Richard lighthouse festival: 11th of August
Pointe-de-Grave sea festival: 15th of August

St-Roch Festival in Queyrac: 16-19th of August
Night of the Dip Nets at the 

Richard Lighthouse: 19th of August
Goulée harbour festival: 

19-21st of July

Set sail for the horizon at Verdon-sur-Mer:
The commune of Verdon-sur-Mer looks out over the ocean and 

is famous for its ports, making it an ideal destination for sailing 

and daydreaming. In Port-Médoc, you can hop on board a boat 

and set sail for Cordouan and the estuary. Take a stroll by the 

colourful cabins of the old oyster port. This former fishing port is 

an artists’ hangout and plays host to numerous workshops open 

to passers-by. In search of refreshment? The supervised beach 

at La Chambrette is a perfect stopover before a lunch by the sea.



Luxury in Médoc Atlantique means taking time for yourself. With all 5 senses awakened and relaxation on 

the agenda, treat yourself to a healthier mind in a healthier body. Leave your everyday worries behind and 

smile. Recharge your batteries, breathe and get back in touch with yourself - your challenge for this summer.  

eat, drink, share and appreciate, breathe in, breathe out and see how good it feels!

Spa
There are a wide range of relaxation spots in Médoc 

Atlantique. Turkish baths, saunas, swimming spas and 

jacuzzis are perfect for spoiling yourself between two 

dips in the sea. Whether by yourself or in pairs, these 

treatments will pamper your #summerbody, to make 

you happy from head to foot! 

Massage
Californian, Hawaiian, Swedish or surfer? Just to make things 

clear, we are talking about massage here! So if you feel like 

cleaning out your chakras, getting an ayurvedic adjustment 

or relaxing with some reflexology, Médoc Atlantique is THE 

destination for pampering yourself.  On the beach, soothed by 

the sound of the waves, with local organic products, or even 

under the pressure of miniature wooden surfboards, whatever 

happens will leave you speechless.

Goodbye anger, hello yoga
Yoga means “union and integration” in Sanskrit, 

and Médoc Atlantique is the perfect place to come 

to experience a philosophy of self-knowledge and 

cohabitation. You can practise Vinyasa or Kundalini yoga 

on the beach, balancing on a stand-up paddleboard or 

in a zen villa to boost your flexibility and balance whilst 

furthering your own personal and spiritual development. 

After all, feeling at peace and in harmony with your body, 

your mind, other people and nature is the very definition 

of relaxation and being on holiday.

To stock up on organic products, make these locations 
your first port of call: 
• Pure Planet in Lacanau-Océan

• Zenadom in Soulac-sur-Mer

• Les pains bio d'Elodie at the market in 
   Saint-Vivien-de-Médoc

Have you spent all year 
wearing closed shoes, and have 

your feet suffered from the winter?  
Treat them to a stroll in the sand, 
in the water, across a soft lawn or 
on pebbles, and free 
them from their fabric 

prison!



Médoc honey, a concentration of sweetness and vitality
Honey is a pure and natural foodstuff that has been famous 

for its energy-giving properties for centuries, and is made by 

bees from the nectar of flowers. Far from being reserved for 

children's after-school snacks, this food, which has nutritional 

and therapeutic values, can be a perfect ingredient for making 

you shine with health and vitality. With no colourings and no 

preservatives, this precious nectar is not however the only 

miracle product that nature has to offer us. Pollen, propolis and 

royal jelly are also valuable assets for an invigorating lifestyle. 

When taken as a cure, they can correct your intestinal flora and 

digestion and help to fight against fatigue and reinforce your 

body’s natural defences. 

You can find it in the village of Naujac-sur-Mer, home to the 

Rucher des Sables!

Our tip: a herbal tea made from lemon, honey, cinnamon and 

ginger will give you a 100% natural boost and will give you a 

more luminous complexion. 

Tea made in Médoc

Made from 30% Chinese green tea, which unfortunately does 

not grow at Médoc latitudes, the remaining 70% of this drink is 

made up of completely local plants. Vine leaves, pine needles, 

heather flowers and acacia flowers lend the brew a fresh, 

mineral taste. Leave to steep for a short time and the heather 

will dominate; steep for a longer time and the green tea and 

pine will become more prominent. 

You can find it at the online shop of Noisettines du Médoc: 

noisettines.fr

Our tip: Let it steep cold for 24 hours to make a delicious iced 

tea to which you can add fresh fruit.

Spirulina, the seaweed superfood
Spirulina is a micro-seaweed extremely rich in 

vitamins and minerals. It provides your body with 

all the nutrients it needs, does not require any 

processing or cooking, and causes no pollution. 

How do you take it? It is often sold in flakes and 

can be consumed as part of a healthy diet (doing 

otherwise would not make much sense, we’re sure 

you’ll agree). You can add it to fresh fruit juice or 

sprinkle it over your salads or your yoghurt. When 

added to a vinaigrette, it also gives a charming 

green colour. Take note, however: cooking it will 

destroy its heat-sensitive enzymes and vitamins.

You can find it in Saint-Vivien-de-Médoc, at 

the Spiruline de la Pointe d’argent spirulina farm 

owned by Joël and Tiphanie!

Our tip: If you always fall ill at the change of 

seasons, try a cure of spirulina! 1-3 teaspoonfuls 

in a tasty smoothie and you’ll be back on your feet 

in no time. 

Soaps
When you come back from the beach or have 

just finished a sports session, what could be 

better than a 100% local shower with natural, 

biodegradable products? The soaps from Milhöca 

and Sorcière Malicieuse are cold-saponified to 

preserve all the qualities of their ingredients, are 

gentle on you and on the environment and  will 

hydrate and nourish your skin thoroughly.  They 

mainly contain vegetable oils or essential oils (no 

palm oil here), spices, plants and aromatics grown 

locally, and make a great present for young and 

old alike. 

You can find them in Longarisse, for the 

“Sorcière Malicieuse” or “Crafty Witch” Eve, or 

in Saint-Vivien-de-Médoc, where you can meet 

Axelle and Julie, the devoted girls behind Milhöca. 

Our tip: After a surfing session, there’s nothing 

like a good bath with a sea salt soap scrub.



My darling Marie,

I’m taking a moment now while your father and the children are having a siesta 

to tell you about our busy first few days of summer in Lacanau. After we got 

the gang together in Bordeaux, we met up with the tireless seasonal workers 

who had taken very good care of the house. The kids were thrilled to see 

their cousins again, and especially to see the ocean. So was your father. He 

never goes anywhere now without the camera you gave him for Christmas. Now that Tom is more 

comfortable in the water, we've signed up all the children for surfing lessons! This gave us the chance 

to nip to the golf course on Monday morning. 

Yesterday afternoon, it was Alexandre and Sarah's day off, so we all went to the lake together. The 

grown-ups tried out stand-up paddleboarding and your dad took the little pirates out in a pedalo. You 

should have seen us on the cycle path on the way back... We looked like a holiday camp in single file 

on our bikes. Julie and Max got the tandem out, and it was a big hit! 

Tomorrow, we’re organising a party with the neighbours, and the kids want to cook, so we’re going 

to the market. Your sister is arriving for the weekend Friday. I hope she’ll be able to mind the gang 

between two outings, so that we can have a moment or two as a couple over tapas by sundown. 

Marc will be home for the weekend of 14 July, won't he? 

I am counting the days until we see each other again.

Choose freedom

Watch the shooting stars 
in the summer where 

there is no other 
light, on the south 

beach.



Shopping sessions in the 

Ortal arcades

Bicycle trips in the forest

The Cousseau Pond Nature 

Reserve and its belvedere

The Wednesday morning market

Seafront concerts

Lacanau Tri'Events Médoc Atlantique, triathlon: 
4-5th of May

Lacanau Wind Trophée, windsurfing competition: 
22-23rd of June

Lacanau Pro (international surfing competition):
 10-18th of August

Musical’Océan, classical music festival: 
mid-August

Surf and Golf Trophy, 
a surfing and golfing competition: 

end of September



In August 1951, Maria was in Lacanau. 

She exchanged twenty-five letters, seven 

of which were written to Albert in the villa 

Le Bled, giving the two parted “sacred beasts” the 

opportunity to tell each other again and again, without 

taboo and sometimes without holding back, all the 

passionate love with which their hearts and their bodies 

overflowed.

In 1953, in the villa Le Poivron this time, ten or so 

letters were exchanged, just as brimming with love 

for Albert and tinted with her love for the mad ocean. 

There is not yet any mention of a stay with the writer 

bathed in happiness drawn from “the sun, the dunes, 

the pine trees and the shores of the lake in Lacanau”. 

Maria described “real postcards” to him that gave him 

a glimpse of the delightful lives of local residents, during 

the 1950s, in the brand-new seaside resort that had 

begun to rise from the sand in 1906. In villas with a 

basic level of comfort, Lacanau residents of the time 

experienced the nascent tourist industry on the coast of 

this mythical ocean. This “gigantic bull” is the source of 

so many dreams for so many young men and women 

today who dance and glide across its waves, but is so 

uncertain, surprising and enchanting! 

These lively and passionate letters reveal characters 

who are unique not only in their private lives but also in 

terms of what they get out of their art, theatre, cinema 

and writing. They recount happy and unhappy moments 

of the tragedy they lived as man and woman, mother 

and father, artists, writers, spouses and lovers, always 

vulnerable to separation and attachment. For this 

woman madly in love, here, on the banks of the Atlantic, 

body and mind were soothed in the roiling waves 

coming from so impossibly far away. She venerated the 

disc of the sun as it passed through a kaleidoscope of 

heavenly colours, gilding the sky with light until the last 

moment when, even though it loved her dearly, it sank 

all the way into the ocean and abandoned us to the 

shadows of the night.  

Although they are noncommittal about the possibility 

of seeing each other again, the evidence is not hard 

to find.  If, as an article by Yannick Delneste entitled 

“Camus, Lacanau et les papillons” states and the final 

telegram from Camus, dated the 27th of August 1953, 

says, “I will be in Lacanau tomorrow evening, love”, 

these two sacred beasts did manage to taste joy and 

happiness, together, on the banks of the Atlantic. No 

doubt a whole other beautiful story to discover!

“J’ai deux amours…”, the famous song by Joséphine Baker, Maria Casares, the great actress and 

tragedian, on holiday in Lacanau in August 1951 and 1953, covered it in her own way in her love letters to 

the great author Albert Camus, who had been her lover since 1944. 

Albert Camus Maria Casares. Correspondances 1944-1959, Gallimard, 2014

Maria Casares. Résidente privilégiée. Fayard, Paris, 1980. In: René Magnon. 
Lacanau a cent ans 1906-2006, Ville de Lacanau, 2006



Letter no. 457 from Maria to Albert

Letter no. 454 from Albert to Maria

Letter no. 452 from Maria to Albert 

Letter no. 456 from Albert to Maria

Letter no. 558 from Albert to Maria



Médoc is undoubtedly the most famous wine-producing region in the world and is worth a taste in the broad 

sense. Its wines, divided into 8 registered designations of origin (AOC), are the pride of any table in the 

South-West. Let us take you through the lore behind some of the wonders on offer, and then we’ll get to the 

tasting!

Admiring the colour of a wine lets you judge its legs and its hues, whether 
violet, ruby red, garnet or brown. The more a wine leaves an oily trace 
behind on the sides of the glass, the rounder it is. It will be sweet and 
supple, with no harshness. To taste like a pro, hold up your glass in front 
of a blank sheet of paper and look from the other side.

This stage has 2 steps. The first nose involves smelling the wine 
without aerating it, i.e. without moving the glass. Since the aromas 
are mostly hidden at this stage, the faults will be easier to detect. The 
second nose, once you have aerated the wine, will let the aromas 
blossom. First, second or third - it’s up to you to find traces of the 
grape variety, the fermentation and the cultivation!

First of all, the wine should be at 17°/18°C. It is also important to hold your 
glass by its foot, to avoid influencing the wine when you drink it. Since your 
taste buds for acidity, sweetness and bitterness are not in the same place 
on your tongue, move the wine around your mouth and breathe in as you 
do so. This is known as chewing the wine. Finally, you can assess.
 • The attack, to determine the wine’s potency 
 • The palate, where the flavours and tannins unfold
 • The finish, or how long the taste lingers in the mouth, measured  
 in caudalies (one caudalie = one second)

Appearance

The Bouquet

The Taste

ALCOHOL ABUSE IS DANGEROUS FOR YOUR HEALTH, DRINK RESPONSIBLY.
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  The angels’ share: this is the portion of the liquid that evaporates naturally when an alcoholic 
beverage is barrel-aged. It is enjoyed by the angels who watch over the harvest.

 A ‘flaconneur’: the French name for someone who takes a keen interest in wine and knows how 
to appreciate it.

In the mood for more?
Discover the Medoc wines through 

“Soulac - a tasting visit”.  Find all the 

dates on medoc-atlantique.com and in 

tourist offices.

Meet a winemaker who will be 
delighted to tell you about his 
profession. Perhaps during 
the ‘gerbaude’, the ritual 

meal that celebrates 
the end of the grape 

harvest.

is closely linked to that of wine: egg yolks left over from the 
collage stage of winemaking found their way into the Bordeaux 
canelé recipe, alongside rum and vanilla, which were in 
abundance at the port of Bordeaux in those days, as trade 
with the islands was booming.

29,000,000 
litres of wine A yeAr
under the Médoc designation alone

80 

cover tHe 8 aOcs

The grape pulp 
is recovered by the State and 

used to make medicinal alcohol!

12°C
is the ideal 

storage temperature

ALCOHOL ABUSE IS DANGEROUS FOR YOUR HEALTH, DRINK RESPONSIBLY.



How did you become a chef? 
After hotel school, I went to London to work at the 

Hilton Park Lane. When I came back to France, I first 

went to Nice, then worked in the kitchens of the Hilton 

Tour Eiffel and then the Hyatt in Roissy. I stayed in the 

Île-de-France region and joined the Manoir de Gressy 

before returning to the Hyatt as executive chef! Over 

the next five years, I opened a lot of doors around the 

world, and in 2009, I returned to Médoc to open my 

own restaurant. 

Why did you choose Médoc? And Lacanau in 
particular?
Médoc was a real discovery; it was love at first sight. 

We were looking for a restaurant somewhere calm, 

between the ocean and the estuary, and we were won 

over by its authenticity and its wild and well-preserved 

nature. Meeting people who absolutely loved the 

region was also a factor in my decision. Médoc quickly 

became an essential part of my life and Lacanau was a 

trip 30 years into the past.

What are your flagship local products?
Médoc is a very fertile region. It has everything: 

mushrooms, meat, fish, fruit, vegetables, cereals....

all of a remarkable quality, thanks to the richness of 

the soil. Poultry, king prawn and oyster farms in the 

estuary, snail farms and orchards are symbolic of the 

region. The region’s gold medal product is nonetheless 

its wine - it boasts numerous vineyards.

Could you give us a tip on how to choose 
products?
The important thing is you have to be able to choose 

seasonal products and above all cook them just 

after they've been gathered, picked or fished. To find 

products like this, I recommend you go to the market. I 

have to admit I have a real weak spot for the market in 

Saint-Vivien-de-Médoc. Otherwise, you can always go 

and get your products directly from farms or producers.

A favourite food and wine combination?
At the moment I’m torn between Château Poitevin 

from Jau-Dignac-et-Loirac and its “Insula” vintage, 

bottle-aged. Pair that with a roast supreme of chicken 

stuffed with mushroom and foie gras, and it’s to die for.

And who cooks at home?
I do, of course! I love cooking and I love eating and 

sharing but I have to admit I find it hard to delegate.

With such a rich natural heritage, Médoc is bound to awaken your imagination. 

Its indulgent cuisine and its seasonal products that need no dressing-up 

give you a taste of something different. For this culinary change of scene, we went 

to meet Laurent Costes. His story made our mouths water and he told us all about 

a passion that became a career, to our delight. 

Between surf and turf, a 
medley of rich and crisp 

flavours. These will be the 
stars of your next dinner 

party. 

Interview with the Chef Laurent Costes



Instructions 

Cook the chuck with the onions, shallots, halved 
head of garlic, bouquet garni and red wine in the 
oven, overnight, for 12 hours at 85°C. Once it is 
cooked, allow to cool and cut into 5 slices.

Reduce the sauce and whisk in the butter.

To make the garlic cream, add the minced garlic to 
the milk and cream and blend until smooth.

When you have cooked the vegetables, add the 
marrow bones to the cooking water.

Grill the slices of chuck with a little olive oil.

To serve, arrange the vegetables around a 
dumpling of garlic cream. The marrow bone is 

served with the chuck and the reduced sauce.

For 5 people 
• 1 kg beef chuck  
• 5 marrow bones 
• 100 g minced garlic
• 100 ml milk 
• 50 ml cream
• 50 g minced shallots 

• 100 g minced onions 
• 1 head of garlic, cut in half  
• 1 bouquet garni 
• 3 l Médoc red wine 
• Stew vegetables 

Instructions 

Mix the butter with the mushrooms, the ham, the 
garlic, the shallots and the herbs in a mixer. 

Allow to rest for a few minutes then spread out the 
mixture on a sheet of clingfilm. Roll up and place in 
the fridge until the butter sets.

Cut the butter mixture into ½ cm slices and place 
them on top of the scallops in their shells.

Add a few croutons then bake in the oven at 200°C 
for 8 minutes. 

For 5 people 
• 10 cleaned scallops and 

their empty shells
• 300 g softened butter
• 200 g chopped mushrooms 

sautéed in olive oil
• 50 g minced shallots
• 30 g minced garlic

• 100 g chopped black 
Bigorre ham 

• 100 g bread croutons
• 1 bunch chopped flat-leaf 

parsley 
• 1 bunch minced chives



Instructions 

 To make the butter biscuits, combine the flour, the 
butter and 100 g of the sugar, shape into a roll 6 
cm in diameter and cut into slices. Bake at 190°C 
for 9 minutes.

 Use the remaining 300 g of sugar to make a 
caramel. Once it is ready, add the peeled and 
chopped apples and allow them to stew. Allow 
to cool.

 Combine the heavy cream and the clove of vanilla, 
split and scraped.

 Serve the stewed apples on the biscuit, topped 
with a dollop of cream.

 Add a small scoop of salted butter caramel ice 
cream.

For 5 people 
• 300 g flour 
• 200 g butter 
• 100 g sugar
• 300 g sugar
• 1 kg Reinette potatoes, 

peeled

• 1 clove vanilla
• 100 g heavy cream
• Salted butter caramel ice 

cream

Instructions 

Cook the coco beans in salted water.

Add the aromatics: onions, garlic and bouquet garni.

When cooked, drain and add to the lobster bisque.

Allow to simmer for 5 minutes, then add the whipped 
cream.

Open the oysters, roll them in the fresh herbs and 
cook them quickly in brown butter.

Fry the chopped squid in olive oil. Remove from the 
pan and add the cod and the butter.

Baste regularly.

To serve, pour the coco beans into raised dishes 
and arrange the squid, cod, oysters and chorizo and 
pepper cubes around them.

For 5 people 
• 5 cod steaks of 180 g, with 

skin 
• 5 squid 
• 15 Médoc oysters
• 3 tablespoons chopped 

fresh herbs
• 2 grilled red peppers, diced
• 80 g mild chorizo 

• 800 g coco de Paimpol 
beans 

• 2 minced onions
• 1 head of garlic, cut in half
• 1 bouquet garni 
• 500 ml lobster bisque 
• 200 ml cream, whipped



Before going to the beach or just after a little coffee and on your way to get the paper, it’s always a pleasure to 

go round the market. Its colours, scents, smells and textures will make your eyes gape and your mouth water as 

you get ideas for a gourmet meal. Between the seasonal organic fruit and vegetables, the cheeses, the wine, the 

local cold cuts, the sweets and even the fish caught just around the corner, you will always find something for your 

shopping basket. 

Night markets for the perfect end to the day  
To make the most of the long summer evenings, we recommend you 

check out the night market. Arts and crafts, regional products, local 

dishes available for tasting and meals to share to the sound of music all 

await you in a friendly atmosphere you won't want to miss! 

Want a tip? Sample everything and don't miss the flagship local product: the farmers’ humour! 

Carcans
Ocean

Hourtin
Ville

Hourtin
Ville

Hourtin
Ville

Lacanau
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Lacanau
Ville
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Maubuisson

Carcans
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Montalivet

Montalivet-
les-Bains

Montalivet-
les-Bains

Montalivet-
les-Bains

Montalivet-
les-Bains

Montalivet-
les-Bains

Montalivet-
les-Bains

Montalivet-
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Soulac-sur-
Mer

Soulac-sur-
Mer

Soulac-sur-
Mer

Soulac-sur-
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Soulac-sur-
Mer

Soulac-sur-
Mer

Soulac-sur-
Mer

    Here, you can call a pain au 
chocolat a ‘chocolatine’ when 
you go to the baker's. It rolls 
off the tongue better, and we 
highly recommend 

you use it!

  Lacanau beers
  Médoc oysters
  Estuary prawns
 "Le Grenier Médocain" 

(traditional Médoc cold cuts)
  Noisettines (caramel hazelnuts)
  Asparagus
  Strawberries
  Apples
  Canelés 
  Local wines

In the summer only, for exact dates please see medoc-atlantique.com.



Want to play and learn about the 
location as you do so? 

Follow the guide as they take you on a 
tour! 

No dice? 

Look in grandma's cupboard! Still no 
luck? Go to the local shop. Otherwise, 
you can download the “Dice” app on 

your smartphone!

No tokens? 

Pebbles, seashells and polished glass 
(for the lucky ones) will do. 

Who starts? 

The youngest, of course! 

Ready? 

Roll the die! Move forward by the 
number of squares you have rolled, 

paying attention to the instructions that 
appear on certain squares.

Take the cycle path directly to 
Jau-Dignac-et-Loirac in square 
no. 5!

4Vensac

5
Jau-Dignac-et-Loirac

6

 From the top of the lighthouse you 
can see the Queyrac plains - go 
quickly to square no. 7 to get a closer 
look at the cows. 

Valeyrac

7 Queyrac

14 Carcans-
Maubuisson

15 Hourtin

Have you taken some nice 
photos of the animals at 
Contaut? Return to square 
no. 12 to show them to your 
friends at the pedalos.

16 Montalivet-les-Bains

17 Grayan-et-l’Hôpital 18 Soulac-sur-Mer

19 Les Arros

 A big wave is coming - surf your way to the 
sandbank of Cordouan Lighthouse, square no. 20!

Is the little train for La Pointe de Grave not 
leaving until tomorrow? You can make it on foot in 
1.5 hours, just enough time to miss your turn...

You have fallen under the charm of 
Soulac’s villas...To appreciate them a 
little longer, miss your turn! 



Le Verdon-sur-Mer

1

2Talais

3
Saint-Vivien-
de-Médoc

8Vendays-Montalivet

Drat, did you lose your polo match? Go back 
in time to forget the disappointment and 
return to the previous square.

9 Naujac-sur-Mer

10 Kids’ Island

11 Carcans

12 Le Moutchic

13 Lacanau-
Océan

What a figure! To reward 
your prowess, you get to 
play again.

Yikes! You've been swept 
out to sea by the current...
Don't worry: the lifeguards 
are coming! Until then, miss 
the next turn.

20 Le Verdon-sur-Mer Well done, you made it to Cordouan Lighthouse! 
If you didn't land right on it, though, 
go back as many squares as you rolled too many.



Free and easy
Aries are pretty individualistic and are 
not big fans of travelling in groups. 
However, they can spend entire days 
playing sports or building sandcastles.  

Their dream holiday: 
Leaving at the drop of a hat, at the 
last minute, with plenty of action! 

Our tip: 
A treetop adventure course at 

Vendays-Montalivet

Pack animals 
Tauruses need company, and they 
spend their holidays as a family or with 
friends. Sometimes, however, they 
need to take a walk by themselves to 
recharge their batteries.

Their dream holiday: 
Somewhere quiet, in a huge house 
with their nearest and dearest. 

Our tip:
A walk along the banks of the estuary 
in Jau-Dignac-et-Loirac.

Best of friends
Geminis enjoy holidaying in groups, 
and they are fond of destinations jam-
packed with family and friends. They 
are nature-lovers, have curious minds 
and yearn for new and undiscovered 
horizons.

Their dream holiday: 
In a bed and breakfast in the heart of 
the Médoc vineyards

Our tip: 
Learn all about winemaking in 
Queyrac and Valeyrac.

Cosying up
They prefer smaller groups, and their 
other half, their children or even their 
parents are enough to make them 
happy. That’s all they need! What they 
prefer above anything else is sharing a 
good meal with their loved ones.

Their dream holiday:
As a family, in a cosy little spot 
somewhere out of sight. 

Our tip: 
Foodies will be in their element at the 
night market in Vensac.

Luxury and wonder
Leos love to show off. They need to 
shine, especially in the eyes of their 
children. They like to dazzle them 
and bask in their admiration. So 
they always find a way to take them 
somewhere spectacular. 

Their dream holiday: 
Showtime and razzle-dazzle are the 
order of the day!

Our tip: 
Visit another king, the Cordouan 
Lighthouse in Verdon-sur-Mer:.

Staying grounded
Our friends the VIrgos are stay-at-
home types. They would rather stay 
indoors and don’t like crowds. Above 
all, they like to feel useful, and often 
return to the same destination.

Their dream holiday: 
Off season, and punctuated by long 
walks. 

Our tip: 
Get away from it all on the cycle paths 
and beaches of Naujac-sur-Mer.

True friends
Libras love gathering all their friends 
together and regularly invite them 
round for drinks until the small hours. 
They don't necessarily travel far but 
are fans of beautiful countryside and 
being at one with nature.

Their dream holiday: 
With friends, of course! 

Our tip: 
Sample oysters and Médoc prawns at 
the port of Talais.

A sign of passion
Scorpios have a hard time spending 
too long in the company of their family 
or friends. It's not rare to see them slip 
away to do what they really want to 
do, and indulge in their passions.

Their dream holiday: 
Living life to the full, carpe diem and 
taking time for themselves. 

Our tip: 
Learn windsurfing or waterskiing on 
the lake in Carcans-Maubuisson.



Your colouring pencils and the Océanesque magazine are 
all you need for a fun afternoon at the seaside! 

 On an adventure 
Our centaur friends often take 
everyone for a stroll, a hike or even 
a trip to somewhere unusual. These 
bushwhackers will jump at the chance 
to play tour guide for anyone following 
them.

Their dream holiday: 
Whole days spent exploring the 
shoreline and the estuary. 

Our tip: 
Set off on your adventures on foot or 
by bicycle from Lacanau!

Rest and relaxation 
They always have the well-being of 
their whole clan on their minds and 
their days are always well-organised. 
These party animals also need to 
have a good time. For them, the most 
important thing is having a laugh 
and making sure everyone enjoys 
themselves.

Their dream holiday: 
At a seaside resort, where there’s 
something for everyone. 

Our tip: 
Have a hedonistic holiday in 
Soulac-sur-Mer! 

Original or bust
Aquariuses enjoy taking their clans on 
original and unusual holidays. You'd 
better hang onto your hats if you're 
going on holiday with them. They love 
surprising people with their choice of 
destination!

Their dream holiday: 
By the coast, on a campsite, maybe 
even a naturist one! 

Our tip: 
Head for Grayan-et-l’Hôpital and get 
back to basics...

Ocean-dwellers
Just like any good water sign, they 
need to be near the beach! Since they 
enjoy being with their families and not 
having to decide anything, they will 
gladly follow the crowd and go with 
what the group wants.

Their dream holiday: 
By the ocean or by a lake, with their 
family.  

Our tip: 
Dip your toes in the warm, peaceful 
waters of the lake in Hourtin.



the 10 mOMents

5. Admire a 360° view of the ocean

2. Fall under the charm 
of the old villages

4. Discover the friendly markets

7. Pedal between the pines 

6. Breathe deeply in the Nature Reserve

9. Watch the sun dip over the horizon

3. Enjoy the small ports and the 
waterside bistros of the estuary

1. Savour a good glass of wine with a winemaker 
passionate about his art.

10. Listen to your children laughing on the 
banks of the lake.

8. Give in to the temptation to try out board sports.

@rigalade

@planethibel

@enjoyflore

@ellisratiau

@mag.lh

@nathbourhis

@barraza.rafael

@santushastaelens

@kipamojo

@cecile_austinbraure

1 2 3

4 5

6 7

8 9 10
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5 gOod reasOns to 
meet

Because you're not “just tourists” and because we like taking care of you, the Médoc 

Atlantique Tourist Office is open all year round to give you all the information you need. 

Our local experts are the no. 1 ambassadors for the destination and will experience and try 

out everything for you. So, this is why we should definitely meet up:

see you in one of Our Offices very soon! 

info@oceanesque.fr
medoc-atlantique.com

Lacanau-Océan 
Place de l’Europe

Soulac-sur-Mer 
68 rue de la Plage

Vendays-Montalivet 
62 avenue de l’Océan

Carcans-Maubuisson 
127 avenue de Maubuisson

Hourtin Ville 
1 rue de Lachanau

Grayan-et-l’Hôpital 
49 rue des Goélands

Saint-Vivien-de-Médoc 
1 place de la Brigade Carnot

Le Verdon-sur-Mer
Port-Médoc 
Anse de la Chambrette

1
We share our top tips 
and most well-kept 

secrets 

You can book your visits 
and day trips

2
Our WiFi is free

We’ll always find you 
“something” to do, 
even if it's raining!

3

4
We can give you all the 
dates available for local 

accommodation

5



paris

lyOnBordeaux

toulouse

120 km
of beaches 
1h frOM
Bordeaux

medoc-atlantique.cO.uk


